Farm to market
Fresh produce is alive. Even after
harvest, it continues to breathe
just like people do, and as it
breathes, it deteriorates.
Respiration and deterioration
happen more slowly at lower
temperatures. That's why produce
lasts longer and maintains better
quality, including nutritional value,
when it is kept cool.
The cool chain encompasses all the
steps from farm to market. A cool
chain is a system for keeping
produce cool until it reaches the
consumer.
Cool chains start with small,
simple steps: a little more shade
in the field, or maybe better
ventilation during truck transport.
An effective cool chain:
• maintains quality (appearance,
texture, flavor)
• maintains nutritional value
• protects food safety
• reduces postharvest losses
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red tomatoes at 14°C

The cool chain should
start cool — harvest
early in the morning.

Always provide shade
for harvested produce
to prevent heat and sun
damage.

Select, sort, trim and
pack produce in the
field to reduce handling
damage and losses.

Shaded and ventilated.
Trucks should have a
canopy; vans should
have good air
circulation.

DOs

DON'Ts

DO use sturdy, stackable, vented plastic
crates that will protect your produce.
Clean regularly or use vented liners.

DON'T use sacks. Sacks provide poor
ventilation, don't stack well, and make
it easy for fruit to get damaged.

DO remove rotten produce, which can
spread disease to good produce.

DON'T leave produce unsorted. Handling
produce that you cannot sell is a waste
of time, money, and effort.

DO select, grade, and package your
produce as soon as possible after
harvest so that it can be handled less
and will last longer.

DON'T crowd or overload containers.
Crowded produce gets damaged.

DO know and use the correct lowest
safe temperature for each product.

DON'T freeze. Many products can be
damaged at temperatures below 10°C.

DO use separate rooms or barriers to
prevent ethylene from spreading
between different products in storage.

DON'T mix ethylene-producing and
ethylene-sensitive products.

Cool produce as soon as
possible after harvest.
Use the lowest safe
temperature for your
particular product.

Lowest safe
temperature for storage
Cold: 0-3°C
Cabbage
Carrot
Cassava

Cilantro
Garlic
Grape
Kale

Moderate: 4-12°C
Avocado
Bell pepper (7-10°)
Cucumber (10-12°)
Eggplant (10-12°)
English potato
Cool: 13-18°C
Mango
Banana
Tomato
Breadfruit
Squash
Lemon

Lettuce
Onion
Parsley
Strawberry

Guava
Orange
Papaya (7-13°)
Passion fruit (10°)
Pineapple (7-13°)

Sweet potato
Watermelon

